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Double and triple excitations near theK-shell ionization threshold of N2 revealed
by symmetry-resolved spectroscopy
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Institute for Molecular Science, Myodaiji, Okazaki 444-8585, Japan

~Received 7 November 2001; published 28 August 2002!

High-resolution photoion yield spectra of N2 are measured near theK-shell ionization threshold. Previously
unresolved multiple excitations are distinguished in theS- and P-symmetry-resolved spectra, which were
obtained from the ion yield spectra recorded at 0° and 90° relative to the polarization direction. The three1Pu

and two 1Su
1 doubly excited states are clearly identified. Furthermore, a weakP-symmetry feature just at the

s* -shape resonance position~;419 eV! is definitely resolved and assigned to the lowest1Pu triple excitation
with the help of quantum chemical calculations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.66.022508 PACS number~s!: 33.70.2w, 31.15.Ar, 33.80.Gj, 33.90.1h
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Soft x rays can excite the deep core electron. Molecu
K-shell excitations have been important subjects since
high-resolution soft-x-ray absorption spectrum of N2 was
first measured using synchrotron radiation@1#, resulting in
numerous experimental and theoretical studies of free, c
densed, and chemisorbed molecules@2,3#. The molecular
K-shell excitation spectra have been interpreted primarily
terms of single electron excitations:~i! strong bound-state
resonances to low-lying vacant valence orbitals in the pho
energy region ofE,Eth ~inner-shell ionization threshold!,
~ii ! weak bound-state excitations to Rydberg orbitals c
verging to Eth , and ~iii ! s* -shape resonances in the co
tinuum (E.Eth). In addition, however, multiple excitation
are significant features of these spectra. It is of fundame
importance to reveal what types of multielectron excitatio
are accessible through the single photon excitation and w
dynamics follows the multielectron excitation in free, co
densed, and chemisorbed molecules. An important aspe
the multiply excited states in adsorbed molecules is the
calization of positive charges after the subsequent Aug
type decay, which may lead to particularly efficient ion d
sorption from the solid surface@4#. The doubly or triply
excited state is more repulsive than the ionized state
singly excited state, since the excited electrons in antibo
ing orbitals can increase dissociative character. Howeve
is generally hard to identify the multiple excitations embe
ded in the ionization continuum. In the present work,
focus on the observation of previously unknown double a
triple excitations involving the N 1s electron of N2 and their
experimental and theoretical characterization. Although
similar experiment has already been performed@5#, poor sta-
tistics and energy resolution have prevented us from obs
ing the multiply excited states in detail.

The present experiments were carried out at the 750-M
electron storage ring of the UVSOR facility in IMS. A newl
constructed bending magnet beamline BL4B, employin
varied-line spacing plane grating monochromator with
800 l/mm laminar grating, was used@6#. Asymmetric slit
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widths of 25 and 15mm for the entrance and exit slits, re
spectively, provide an energy resolution of;60 meV over
the photon energy region of interest. The symmetry-resol
spectra were measured with the same method as previo
reported@7,8#. Fragment ions emitted following the photoe
citation and Auger decay were detected using two ident
ion detectors. The ion detectors on a plane perpendicula
the incident radiation were set at 0° and 90° relative to
electric vector of the light. The retarding voltage of12 V
was applied to eliminate parent ions and slow fragment io
which slightly degrade the degree of symmetry decompo
tion. The acceptance angle of each ion detector was610°.
The calibration for the detection efficiencies of the two i
detectors and the correction for the imperfection in the
gular resolution were dealt with using the same procedur
the previous work@7,8#. The S- and P-symmetry-resolved
spectra correspond to the 0° and 90° ion yields after th
corrections, respectively.

Figure 1 shows our high-resolutionK-shell photoabsorp-
tion spectrum of N2 which is very similar to that published
by Chen and co-workers@9#. The 415-eV features are alread
assigned to some double excitations with theP symmetry
@5#. The symmetry assignment can be easily obtained fr
angle-resolved photoion-yield spectroscopy~ARPIS!, where

FIG. 1. High-resolutionK-shell photoabsorption spectrum o
N2 .
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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the DL50 ~parallel! and DL561 ~perpendicular! transi-
tions are clearly distinguishable in the case of the diato
molecule @5,10–15#. Furthermore, Neebet al. noticed that
the photoabsorption cross section close toEth (N 1s) con-
tains a significant contribution from double excitations@16#.
The double excitation is essential from the viewpoint of el
tron correlation in molecules@17#. Recently, Neebet al. dis-
tinctly found a double-excitation feature at only 0.6 e
aboveEth (N 1s)5409.9 eV in addition to the well-known
double excitations at;415 eV as shown in Fig. 1. The
initiated the constant-final-state~CFS! spectroscopy applied
to repulsive states not easily accessible in conventional p
toabsorption; that is, they have measured the partial elec
yield spectra for the electron kinetic energy of around 3
eV to identify the doubly excited state in N2 @18#. However,
in the CFS spectroscopy the excited states with differ
symmetries cannot be distinguished, the spectral resolu
depends on the electron energy resolution in addition to
incident photon-energy resolution, and the Auger-like pea
sometimes disturbed by the photoelectron peak.

The 384-eV band, which was assigned to the atomic
Auger decay after ultrafast fragmentation in a dissociat
doubly excited state by Neebet al. @16#, has been very re
cently assigned to the molecular Auger decay during the
bration around a long equilibrium bond length of a weak
bound, doubly excited state by Naves de Britoet al. @19#.
The atomic or molecular decay is dependent on the rela
energy position between the vertical excitation energy
the dissociation limit as well as on the dissociation spe
that is, the atomic and molecular Auger decays take plac
the case of the excitation energy that is higher and lower t
the dissociation limit, respectively. In either case, it is ob
ous that the CFS spectrum of the 384-eV band provides
formation on the doubly excited states.

Figure 2 shows theS- andP-symmetry-resolved spectr
near theK-shell ionization threshold of N2 (E.405 eV),
excluding the 1s-p* energy region (E5401 eV) in the pho-
toabsorption spectrum shown in Fig. 1. Features labe
from A to F near and aboveEth which may arise from mul-

FIG. 2. Symmetry-resolved photoion yield spectra near
K-shell ionization threshold of N2 . Solid line and dots represent th
partial cross section for the1Su←X 1Sg

1 (DL50) and 1Pu

←X 1Sg
1 (DL511) transitions, respectively.
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tiple excitations, are clearly seen in theS- andP-symmetry
spectra. Further statistics are required to identify some
tures aboveF and it remains undiscussed here. A very stro
and broad enhancement is found at about 419 eV only in
S-symmetry spectrum, and is definitely assigned to
s* -shape resonance. Furthermore, in theS-symmetry spec-
trum, a very weak featureB just aboveEth and a low-energy
shoulder structureE of the shape resonance are distinc
observed. On the other hand, theP-symmetry spectrum
shows featureA just aboveEth and clear enhancementF just
at thes* -shape resonance position, in addition to the we
known double-excitation featuresC and D at ;415 eV
@20,21#. It should be noticed that the;415-eV feature in the
photoabsorption spectrum of Fig. 1 is composed of not o
the P-symmetry componentsC and D but also the
S-symmetry componentE. In the 384-eV electron yield
spectrum@18#, the three broad peaks assigned to the dou
excited states show intensity maxima at;410.5, 414, and
416 eV. The energy positions of theP-symmetry featuresA,
C, andD are in good agreement with them. In addition, w
have distinguished two weak and broad features with thS
symmetry,B andE, which have been predicted theoretical
@18# but not experimentally found before.

The excited states using the outer valence molecular
bitals ~2su , 3sg , and 1pu! into the lowest unoccupied 1pg
(p* ) orbital consist of one single, three double, and sev
triple excitations for the1Pu states, and no single, tw
double, and four triple excitations for the1Su states. The
X 1Sg

1 ground state and the one single, three double,
lowest triple excitations for the1Pux states are described a
follows:

F~X 1Sg
1!5~1sg!2~1su!2~2sg!2~2su!2~3sg!2

3~x!2~y!2~x* !0~y* !0,

F~1 1Pux!5S~1su ,x* !,

F~2 1Pux!5S~1sg ,y* !S~y,x* !2S~1sg ,x* !S~x,x* !,

F~3 1Pux!5S~1sg ,y* !S~x,y* !,

F~4 1Pux!
S~1sg ,x* !$S~y,y* !2S~x,x* !%,

F~5 1Pux!5S~su ,x* !

3~y* !2~3sg!0 for the shorter distance,

5S~su ,x* !S~y,x* !S~x,y* ! for the longer distance,

wherex, y, x* , andy* denote the 1pux , 1puy , 1pgx , and
1pgy orbitals, respectively, and the1Pux states are degener
ate with the1Puy states. Note that

S~a,b!5ab@ab2ba#5u~a↑!~b↓!u2u~a↓!~b↑!u

5u~a↑!~b↓!u1u~b↑!~a↓!u,

T~a,b!5ab@ab2ba#5u~a↑!~b↓!u1u~a↓!~b↑!u

5u~a↑!~b↓!u2u~b↑!~a↓!u,

e
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TABLE I. Energy of observed features in the symmetry-resolvedK-shell photoabsorption spectra of N2

along with calculated energy and proposed assignments for them. An asterisk denotes relative energ
1s electron ionization potential of 409.9 eV.

Peaks
Photon energy~eV!,

expt.
Relative energy~eV!,

theory
Proposed

assignments

A 410.6(0.7)* 0.7* 1sg
211pu

2121pg
2 (1Pu)

B 410.6~0.7! 0.7 1su
213sg

2121pg
2 (1Su)

C 414.0~4.1! 3.2 1sg
211pu

2121pg
2 (1Pu)

D 415.2~5.3! 6.3 1sg
211pu

2121pg
2 (1Pu)

E 415.6~5.7! 7.2 1sg
212su

2121pg
2 (1Su)

F 419.2~9.3! 9.3 1su
213sg

2221pg
3

1su
211pu

2221pg
3 (1Pu)
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S~a,c!S~b,c!52T~a,c!T~b,c!52S~a,b!~c!2,

where the superscriptsT andSdenote triplet and singlet spi
couplings, respectively, and the normalization has not
been carried out. The two double excitations for the1Su

1

states are described as follows:

F~1 1Su
1!5S~su,3sg!@~x* !21~y* !2#,

F~2 1Su
1!5S~sg,2su!@~x* !21~y* !2#,

where these configurations are strongly mixed with e
other. Thus, the three (1s→p* )(p→p* ) doubly excited
statesF(2 1Pu), F(3 1Pu), andF(4 1Pu) are assigned to
A, C, andD, and the two (1ss)(3sg/2su)→(p* )2 doubly
excited statesF(1 1Su

1) and F(2 1Su
1) are assigned toB

and E. There is no other doubly excited state involving t
2su , 3sg , and 1pu electrons, and the doubly excited sta
involving the 2sg electron is very high in energy. Then wh
is the featureF? The lowest 1pu-1pg shake-up state with
the threshold around 420 eV might get some intens
through the conjugate shake-up mechanism and be cont
tive to bandF. However, the intensity ofF seems to be too
strong to come only from the conjugate process. The low
triply excited stateF(5 1Pu), $1s→p* %$(p)2→(p* )2%,
or $1s→p* %$(3sg)2→(p* )2% is a more probable candi
date.

In order to identify the triple excitation theoretically, w
have carried outab initio configuration-interaction~CI! cal-
culations, where most single and double substitutions are
lowed from the full valence reference space involving all t
valence orbitals 2sg , 2su , 3sg , 1pu , 1pg , and 3su . We
used the symmetry-adapted, i.e., delocalized orbitals, and
tained almost the same results in the potential-energy cu
~not shown in the present work! even when starting from the
localized core-hole orbitals. This indicates that the pres
configuration space is reasonably stable for the orb
choice. In the previous CI calculations@18#, the triply excited
states showed a small dependence on the orbital cho
since the reference space was not fully constructed. The b
functions used and other computational details are the s
as in the previous work@18#. The vertical transition energie
calculated are summarized in Table I. The featureF is defi-
nitely assigned to the lowest triply excited state.
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The present calculations have shown that all the dou
and the lowest triple excitations involving the 2su , 3sg ,
and 1pu electrons are converging to the same dissociat
limit, 2D and 2D ~1s hole!, and have the minimum potentia
energies below the dissociation limit. The dissociation lim
is located at 1.8 eV above the vertical ionization thresh
from the ground state; therefore, the lowestP andS doubly
excited statesA and B, which have vertical transition ener
gies of 0.7 eV and minimum potential energies atR;1.4 and
;1.3, respectively, are not dissociative. On the other ha
the other doubly and triply excited states have much sh
lower potential-energy curves and are dissociative after
vertical excitation. The uppermost stateF gives the most
efficient repulsive force to the N–N bond.

The existence of the triple excitation is also discussed
recent photon-stimulated ion desorption~PSID! of atomic
and molecular ions from diatomic molecules chemisorbed
metal surfaces@22#. PSID is a very sensitive tool to identify
dissociative states, that is, multiply excited states, with sm
photoabsorption cross sections. Feulneret al. @22# reported
that the N1 and N21 PSID signals from chemisorbed N2
molecules on Ru~001! rise up at about 20 eV above thep*
resonance, where there is no corresponding feature in
total electron yield spectrum which is thought to be equiv
lent to the photoabsorption spectrum. The rise in the ato
PSID signals is interpreted as the onset of the formation
three-hole state, on the basis of the previous results for
Ru~001! and CO/Cu~111! in the O 1s ionization region ob-
tained by the same research group@23#. Considering a pos-
sible core-level energy shift in the chemisorbed system,
plausible that the enhancement of the atomic PSID yield
attributed to the triple excitations of the featureF having the
1Pu symmetry found in the present work, which is about
eV away from thep* resonance.

It should be noted that multiple-peak structures forC and
D in theP-symmetry-resolved spectrum are observed in F
2. The repulsive state cannot give fine structures such
molecular vibrations. As discussed by using the potent
energy curves@18# and by comparing with the optical data o
core-equivalent molecule NO@9#, the vibrational sidebands
of the Rydberg shake-up states converging to the low
shake-up ionized state at around 419 eV are the most p
able candidate for the fine structures. Based on the poten
8-3
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energy curves@18#, the lowest shake-up state associated w
the N 1s ionization and simultaneousp→p* excitation has
an equilibrium bond length of;1.3, and the Rydberg
shake-up states involving the N 1s→Rydberg and simulta-
neousp→p* excitation can be mixed with the double e
citations involving the N 1s→p* and simultaneousp
→p* excitation to gain their intensities.

In conclusion, high-resolution angle-resolved ion-yie
spectra of N2 have been measured near theK-shell ionization
threshold. TheS- and P-symmetry spectra have realize
complete symmetry decomposition of the excited states
interest and revealed previously unresolved multiple exc
tions in the continuum. Based on the theoretical consid
ation, it can be concluded that the featureF in the P spec-
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trum just at the shape resonance position is attributable to
lowest triple excitation, which involves the simultaneous e
citation of two valence electrons, 3sg or 1pu , into the 1pg*
orbital accompanying the N 1ssu→1pg* transition. The
present result supports the interpretation that the rise
atomic PSID signals from chemisorbed N2 molecules is re-
lated to the onset of a triple excitation with heavily repulsi
character.
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